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· .. ;.~~rgi has ~beco~~~- a (:entral sohs-'f6r ?pPoslng '-the preS~llt 
· :. j??Ei~~Sl3.~ isslle:~ ~OPEC 011 pr- energy p.o1icies of Presi-
.~~,'~:t;~·\,:)a~.?fi~~'~~f~ohing~ nu-' ~ent Carter and James Schles-
.: cle<iT, J)oJlu:tl(~n, black lung 'lnger, and Central Hudson. 
:1 tn tQa14mi.n,es.Al1' of these -. The unleashing of the atom 
.' r'-axj;! ilrter:-.telat\~d.· In QutCii~" 3tarted with Hiroshima. The 
, 'r .• essc.ql,ll\ty ~tlre"'curt:-eii1: ?6c~~r"~hysteria of fear and hate, . 
';L/}~:~1~i4;kr~ ~~~f:,~r ~~ ~:'~~~~l~nc~:e~;e~h~!~h t~~: t:;; 
';',t.~i~r.l,_6~~:~:tll~rf~«(H9.9~! 'MY9Wn.' 'sciencewas first put. led 
~~ .• ;,.fo-s.'itj,Ol}·~~':S'OppkO's~d to' the" .. "to' tne~ 'execution of the Ros-
;';: "t1}~ustt~~~€('i~~,-~:a')~aci(fty; ';'en1?ergs an~ the repression ~:~~m~l1~fh}:~,~~{~~·~·~,~,,~p~~~e~~~~b~n~n~h~e;~l­
~~1: • ",,' _ c.cf'~ii:l9~/~'tt!~:-- W~~ b~c~?~nthe d~-. 
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_~," .~e,:fs·. - ~ ... -,~,,;-J"',F··~~'~·~th -ana safety arid construc-,~.e:,1~",'ifttF:'.-m~e";e'· ~pp~'tr.::·;,;;'ftveUS'€fS' . for the new energy' 
,,+.-'<~J.8}~ttlI2t(:)~t and' spec·-.' weTe downgraded, often lost 
.~~ 'J; .Jitc~.1Y .. tq JlcjlEf~i:fr . sclence~~ '~a: together, emerging occas io-
> __ ': ~~~eJW5~Jp':Ill~~ V~ry p'8'or na- na'"l1y as liberal consolations 
:; ;~J;,:!Qro"!?pp~}ing reac~tors·. . "for lost iimocence. It is the 
POWER IN NUMBERS 
by Lisa Folsom 
· ; R~H .. ff1S~~ ~p0:t:solaF or. wi,nd",m~~itary cOntrol and war pri-~; ~ .. ;wql7r" s,oo/ce~ for ~ne:rgy .. Pl'l.ty that is the hideous The ~y 6 Anti-Nuclear pow-
· ,.s~...e~r'~ttra¢IiveJ put nqt'a danger er demonstration in Washing-
. ; S~~?t.i !~~ef9r·. ~'oa:l ~r o~l .,,~!V:i~t~, the en~ofW.orld~ War II ton, D.C. wa: by far the 
1. g;t;. '£,I.~ .:-fe~f. ol._-,~t?J11i~ '. ~t,he~ corpor~:I~ns which ~adal-. largest publlC oPRosition 
i r?-i1~}~_~.:,erl_.mu~h warra~t~~ .r.~ady partICIpated in tne the U.S. nuclear l.ndustry 
, 1 ~,~;~~e.~r ,9"~.t.l].~ au~o!)1Qbile, new techonology, and new gi~ has en:oun:tered •. The New 
. 1 c~.~~~u~},~.as:-~ut. the 0 conc:.~~ ,~nt conglomerates; were given York TImes headlIne on May ,;.1..'~S,:9U to~b~re~pl~l.tatl.on .. ,the ~echnplogy developed by 7 reported 65~OOO protestors, 
. ?:'=.. :71J~se teFJ:!nologles is si_·1.mbllc f~nds. It was natural but Park PolIce and organ-~~P}11S~c .anch. inanx, event~~" '--n our society to turn the izers estimates went .over 
--;' ~at~~J.ng9_~~ .. }:nd'e~d, sc:i,ence exploitation of atomic power 125.000. These people rep-
: :~~:P.~ as .~1}~h ~s9Iut~0~ as'·o~.e~ ~o "pri":'B:te industries, resen:ed ~ wide variety of 
, a,p.:ro~lem--: the means to re- an~ huge profits were t'he na- orgam.zatI0ns, including I~~s~., man Jr~0l1l: .~~,old,and hu n- tural enticement:. for their environmentalists, labor un-
: g~.r',~nd I?0,:.e:;:,~y; and to 'har':' > eager embrace';' (Arid of' course ions, and women's groups. 
;,. n~s. ,~ergy,.~o re.lieve:.~bm, ""th_ey were guaranteed against Together they formed the 
: ~tA:r!I~g,ery. . -losses, subsidized, and offer~ first nation-wide coalition 
." .. e.ar.J~r~~~!1. ~rI:or orma.- e? a helpless consuming pub- to oppose nuclear power. All 
, 1~v~lW5,: IS ce.r:tainly not 'hc for their monopoly car- arrangements for the demon-
· . :',w.:~.l\~-1.ust~~~.c:a:qQn. ijow-:~~s·2 '!h~t ~e!.e heroe~ of th~ stration w~re made ~hrough '1v~r~;J'l)~ .cqnsquences of su_cl]. new age ...,-~~<avery rap~dly growl.ng net-
e~.~.l:,t:,.7.~ey a.r~,.al1QWE!<lto ,Thus,~hen I joi.n in the pr- work of organizations oppos-. domc1.1)~~~,o1Jr."thin,1~.i,ng, port~ ~te!~. ag'ai,!s't'a 'nuclear plant~~'ed to nuclear power and 
epd, ___ a,.e.l;sa.~y~r gr~ater than lt IS not in fear of science weapons, and was put togeth-ll?,-cl~a:F; ~~c:qi~:p:ts'J) beli~ve ,?r of human capacity, nor is er in three weeks without t~~:! cpnfl.q.eI'?-ce, ~n. hUJllan ca.p;: .. it in 'behalf of a return to the support of self-serving 
. ~Cl!~cto,~s~. :~lence for ma,n, na~ur~, ?: . t? a. static economy. corporations or foundations.' 
: 1,S ~Rrec0l.1dl tlon fot: a:t:ree R~ther, 3. t ::s In protest ag- Tens,?f thousands of people .s<>.c~~~" . ". alnst the mllitary control of c;:arrylng signs ranging 
. : .Wlt~.~ .,A~9v..t. c~nserv~:~1on? , . ,this great 'resource. Ii is from "Hershey, Penn. melts 
Shouldn't we cut back on en o' h .""' , '.,."".. '10 • th d / ,~~~, ,~~'. ~,"::_"_' .. '" ,.. . " .' .:- . ag<:1nst t ~ cory.orate, exploit- n e groun ,not in your 
· i e,[~.w:i:;t,~_~~ .thus make m~c-, at10n of nuclear power for' han~stl to tlphysicians for 
· ~,;~iJ" .. g.ene;~t~o!l.~~ unnec.es-: ,_ profit withplit 'r~gar(!cir . --socl.al responsibility," 
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purpose. It seemed everyone 
~ad realized the enormous 
potential for destruction 
inherent in nuclaar power 
and its threat to destroy' 
all people, regardless of 
sex, race, or party affil-
iation. Sectarian political 
movements have been giving 
up petty arguing over theor-
etical priorities and are 
committing themselves to the 
~nti-~uclear rriovemen-:t, 'which 
LS ga1ning new momentum as 
a result. It was clear from 
the size of the crowd that 
the United States is catch-
ing up to the rest of the 
world in opposing nuclear 
power. Whereas five years 
ago the ClamShell Alliance 
in Seabrook, N.H. had only 
~ handful ~f participants in 
Its annual occup~tion of the' 
site there, now they are su-
pported by dedicated activ~ 
ists allover the U.S. In 
Europe, Japan, and literally 
allover the world, hundreds 
of thousands have already 
publically protested the nu-
cl~ar industry. This world-
wide movement might eventual-
l~ transc~nd all others pre-
Vl.OUS to 1t~ precisely bec-
ause. of its catastrophic P9-
te~t1al. As Dick Gregory 
pOl.nted out in his speech at 
the rally, "nuclear power'is 
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LETTE RS-EDITORIALS 
A LETTER FROM BRUCIE'S, MOM 
So this is what I'm paying 
$1778 for? So my son can learn 
to be a freak and a per-
vert? Before he left, Bruce 
was such a nice boy. He was 
respectful to hi s elders, he 
mowed lawns on weekends to 
earn pocket money, he studied 
hard and got good grades.' 
He didn't smoke or drink or 
take drugs. (True, he list-. 
ened to I1rock" music, but 
the analyst 'r took him to 
said this was normal.) Now, 
in your paper (a copy of which~ 
r found under his pillow over ' 
vacation when I was cleaning 
his room) I read about him 
indulging in all these filthy 
. habits and practices. No ~o­
. nder we never hear from him 
anymore. He doesn't write, he 
doesn't even call. It's just 
as well~ because I have dis-
owned him as a son. You hear 
that, Bruce? No more checks! 
And your father agrees with 
me ! 
I don't understand it. Bard 
seemed like such a nice place 
when I visited it. Such a be-
utiful campus! All those 
trees and that grass and sun-
shine. A perfect place for a' 
' young boy to grow up. And 
the people were so friendly. 
Mr. Mason and Mr. Am3to smil-
e~ at me and Mrs. Sugatt shook 
my hand. Even Mr. Botstein 
nodded at me. (I must admit, 
however~ that I didn't like 
"M~." Vilardi and told Bruce 
to stay away from her.) I 
don't see what went wrong. 
My ex-son is ,turning out to 
be some sort of filthy, per-
verted, ignorant commie! 
And I don't like it! I feel 
like wringing his neck I . You 
hear that Bruce? 
Bard Times is an independent 
publication of the Bard Col- ' 
lege community. Letters to 
the Editor and other inquir-
ies should be sent to Box 85, 
Bard College, Annandale-on-
Hudson, N.Y. 12504. The con-
tents of Bard Times are copy-
right 1979, unless otherwise 
stated. Circulation-ISOO. 
Co~Editors-in-Chief: Mark 
Ebner and Tom Simon 
Associate Editor: Denise West 
Photography Editor: Tom Simon 
tayout: Mark Ebner 
,Contributors: Le~n Botsteln, 
Robert Koblitz, Lisa Folsan, 
Karen . Carter, .. Li~. Royte-, 
. Roy ' Lisker ,Ai1~re~ jQ.ff~, 
' Elliot Junger, Arthur Carl-
son, John Large, Ray Ricker, 
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Lisq ~urfee, Sheila Spencer, 
Stacy Presha, Leila Cabib 
• (cartoons), Peter Geissler 
(photo), Kevin Hyde (photo). 
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Folsom (photo). 
I don't know. What can you 
do? you can talk and talk un- Let's 
til you turn purple; it goes. ·then. 
see ho~ ' ~o~ like it . 
in one ear in out the other. 
You might as well be talking 
Russian for all they care. I 
might as well shut up. Do you 
hear Bruce? You go ahead, get 
yourself in trouble! Fool a-
round with drugs and sex! 
I'll just shut up. I won't 
say another word. 
Oil, All/lo, frog: Say, lJOU dOll'1: haPfen 
-to be an enchanted tPrt'ncfJ., do r:Jov? 
CUDuid !fo G! char1ge t"t1 co Dna ,f 
I *"ssed Jour ~\(((0::-'?9!J~. 
Signed, 





"The Friendly Drug Store" 
Cb. 
Z n. broadway 
758-5 91 
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\;.;::. ~ i~{~;iT~ ·,n~~_ ~·:r~~~ RVERTED ~ YRAM!D .. ~ S~, . ' .. .. d.:. . • . __ " ' L. 
" The third paranoid room on classmen from other divis- . I think all of these ideas in occupational therapy, art 
the right was the sight of ions. have some value, but the key therapy, or other related 
another gathering of frust- An example:me. I did what is to act now. Ludlow doesn't fields. Psychology 'students 
. rated students in the wake they said and broadened my quit work in the afternoon to were offf.'-red credit for part-
of yet another Leon proposal horizons and am now fairly go down the road or take a icipating, and this year,not 
on May 3rd. As many exper- well:-rounded. But I can't . swim; they are working to one person chose to join the 
ienced Bardians have come really moderate when I want. get this thing passed. It staff. By April, only five 
to realize, it is par for The Lit. Dept. won't take' · mustn't be giveI:l a chance to people were coming on ' a reg-
Ludlow to ask for . student in me because I have n~ Divis- go any farther. Read the pro- ular basis, and since' they 
.put when it 1S too late to ional Seminars. So t"should posals. Talk'tQ your friends . . alone couldn't handle all the 
do any good. Sure, they lis- have declared my major when Organize. Show Leon that we responsibility of maintain-
ten to us, but nothing ever . I was a FresQman if I intend-want and will have control ing the program,it was forced 
comes ofi t. At this past ed to be ' in Lang. & Lit? lover our education: to end. Although students 
meeting we were discussing should have denied myself . seem not to, realize it, there 
Leon's curriculum revision the advantage of diverse Respectfully, is more to being competent in, 
ideas. The idea here is _for courses with diverse people R a field than a' string of de-
. '. f - Liz oyte . 
the National EndoWment or that made my-interests div- grees. Experiential learnlng 
the Human-fties to approve erse? So maybe I fucked up, is just as,Cif not more),im-
these innovations and to but it could become a very portant than <;tcademic in many 
give' us _a grant so we can' commo~ thing if we all are CONCERNING THE DEATH cases. Through their apathy, 
enjoy such things as re:- required to take a Moderation "OF INTEREST students have d~nied them-
quiredMod¢raiion Seminars, Seminar when we are sophom- sel ~es the opportunity to de_ ModeratiOn " Orie.ntat~on, and , o}:es . Sure, they say you can I rec-~ntly asked Mike at velop the skills they will 
Seni.<?r ,S~m:ir,ars· . - FJom the always switch majors and Adolph's how many Bard stu- inevitahly need. 
heated dis,cii!is.~Qp..' that f01--. moderate again. _But who wants dents he would estimate 'pat - ~1anycontemporary writers 
lowed ~h; r~~atrig of these to spend three y~ars here ronize the bar each night. refer to the 1970's as the 
proposals",l tbecame clear trying to fill 11),0unting re- He said he would guess about "me decade" or the rrme gener-. 
to' us that these r~qu~re quirements while balancing 200 on an average .week night ation'.' This decade unfortun-
ments would introduce. m9re qn the point of an inverted which i~ approximately 1/3 ately .deserves the name due 
structure into our curric41.- pyi-amid? of t~e total student populat- to the sel f.-indulgent atti t-
um, rather than'-" clarify, " So maybe these Mod. Sem. ion. Al though t~es~ figures udes so. rampant amongst the 
even expand the horizon of shouldn1 t . be required. Okay. are not exact, ~ t 1.S clear younger generation. lndivid-
the student as he or she be- · Let's suggest to Leon that that a substant1al amount of ualistic American ideals 
'came more intensely involved they be optional. But as Bard students find ample CO -h' h certainly many Bard 
in one' ffeld of study.rr . steve Saltzman, in a paranoid time in their daily~ched- s:u~~~ts would condemn in 
You ~,now .. ~ B. I. Bell ~.s and ' frenzy, pointed out (and I ules to go to Adolph s reg- theory) have been carried to 
'Dona~dr'-,T,liwksbury' s inverted tend · to agree), that if we ularly. It would seem to the a pitiful extreme. Kline. . 
pyramta.., tl]"eory ~hat we hear "say rrOkay Leon, the"proposal , naive onlooker that Bard Commons during any meal lS a 
. so mu.fJ1 .... ~?~t. ~ . . ~ .. ~ :. :.' ::'ls..-.a.lright ' but- : '. <.'tr:'-we will ' students have this abundant clear ' example. Tables are 
It ;I{~,q::~~-B-~ed.tg.us thal. - be~g·iving himth-at- fnchthat time to socialize because left piled with dirty dishes, 
Leon po~slbly thl.nks tha;t " .,. he has so often stretched the community lacks stimul- half-eaten food, and cigar-
we. are all very isolated 'iri.· ' into a mile while we were ating activities. Unfortun- ettes put out on trays. AI-
' Oul? ·divisions and don 't _. pusy studying. 'Th~ immediate ately, this is not the case. though the dirty dish counter 
';' come Qut to talk to stude.nt:: :response is to scrap the At this time , many Bard is directly on the way out, 
in those "'-other" divisions, whole idea. Steve also satd . programs and clubs geared to many students persist in 
, His 'proposal says that 'in a in a tongue in cheek manner educate and stimulate stud- leaving their messes I to be 
divisions Moderatipn 5emin-:- . that Leon~ s proposal was a ents are dying because stud- cleaned up either by the 
- ar a student' could share . . straight ahead attempt to ents are not participating. "Ul1derpaid workers or the 'next 
his ideas': wi tli. students in . make . a bunch of bourgeois This lack of involvement in students to sit at the table. 
other fields of that same, ·intellectuals into wild-eyed Bard happenings is a direct The attitude inherent in suct 
di:i4-sion. It would "better' revolutionaries ' so that they resul t ~f. the extreme social ' behavior shows an absolute 
cr~~a:t~ a community of in- can go out and destroy and pollt1cal apathy our gen- lack of respect for ' the com-
qui~ry"and an artisticeffor't capitalism after they grad- eration is suffering from. muni ty. This behavior ref- . 
~mofig: 'stud~rits in disparate uafe. ' ,. ' This general apathy and ba- lects the' attitude infesting 
flcl.ci.S .... but yet in the same , .B'rie Yarden also pointed ' out sic ignorance of important our generation. 
division." In this way, tnat if the program is not contemporary issues is in It is imperative for us to 
Poli. Sci. students and Ec- reguiated (i.e .. required), it large part du.e · to the fact wake up and see the socially 
onomics students 'would share . hasnoinstitutuional value.> that students see their col- destructive consequences of . readings~ ' issues, and ques'~ . 'Wl1at do we need institutional lege years as having no relat continuing the self indulgent 
tions in a common cours.e 'for? To get' us j ready for the ion to the career_s and life- culture we have become part 
with Sophomore Philosophy real world? But do we like style they will pursue aft- of. Ignoring the decadent 
stuqents on a more sp~cif- the real world in its pres- er graduation. Programs attitudes penetrating our 
ied basis than can be off- ent structure? Then why get geared to help students ac- culture is to commit massive 
ered by the .F;reshmen Semin'- us'ed tb something we J.lltim- quire practic'al ski lIs in social suicide. Bow many 
ar Program. That sounds . ately want to change? the fields.they claim to be programs like Community 
really cool to me, but I . This may all seem very idea- interested in inevitably Outreach will have to die 
k,Qow t.hat when I was a . ":lis,tic, but so is the propo~c , fail due to a phenomenal before before enough people 
F~es:hnfan, and even now as ~, ';. a,l. Elie suggested that we lack of student i~vol vement. even attempt to do something 
~oti;l!s.~d sophomore, I en~ : ' : : ,: , gather: to discuss alternative 'The recent ~essatJ.on o~ the about it? Perhaps one day thE 
,Joyed most, and got more out ideas 'r ,Steve thinks we should ' Wednesday n1ght Communlty overwhelming proportidn of 
of those classes which con:- pet'itio;; and' letter storm ' Outreach pr~gram is a perfect t'otally self-centered people 
tained upperclassmen,~ I , the Endowment for the Human- examp~e. T~~s program, under will amaze and anger a sub-
~ . t,ri~~ t~ get into, hlp:p e!, '_.~, \tie::s t~ not approve the prQ- the dlrectlon of J}arbara stantial amount of women and 
."coll;ege cours,es because I " P9sa1 and withold the grant M?rgafr~ was an. attempt to. men, but it might be too late 
knew there would be older, to be better used for other g1.ve students Interested 1n to revive the programs al-
.exp:3:1enced students ~I:-atr, ' " ·things, '. (~di tor' s np,y~:: I ,like ~ental health ):he opporIun- ready sta,rv;ed from lack: 0, 
I c9..~~ - ., · ~~ inspire9 ,:~n ,"'\ _~t.he Newsp~per, ma!~~?r~g9hn 1 ty ~o work WI t.~ mentally and, hI;~anrhp\i(t:'. , ' f '}), .0:.1 ,-'/ On • 
cour~g~d" challenged and ed- suggested an extreme al tern phys~cally. hand~c~pped people , · This" I~rficie " E( dedic~tet to 
. 
,u2a'ted,bj. Leonfs propos~l ative of staging a three day from the surroundl.ng commun- J ,. hos spirit it lives 
. . .. F h t dose 1n w e 
, is !,!-ctiial1y,isolatin~ .th,~: .', Class strike hitting the ~t~es. or.t ree years s u - . 
" stud~nt more irom .: ~ : ~'. prospecti ves orr the next ents actively helped design 
students in other div:i~iQhs~.;,lmmediate Decision weekend weekly ,activities such as Lisa Kay folsom 
than it is integra ~~:n:g:" t~~~ . .:, ,~i th propo ganda cO!lce,rning art, dance, mus ic, and cook-
If I _had to.ta~e tht;l,M04.,< .' : 'struct~re, freedD.Ill,re'gulatiori ing classes. By getting this 
Sem .. , that IS Just one less the !llyth of the pyraJlli.<t~ and' experience they were able to 
opp()!tunit\y I would haVe to, . a brief hist()ry of how 'Bard perceive mQre clearly how 
sha.re a class with· upper- once was. · serious their interests were " I • • , _" ,.'.~. f 
\ 
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twilites say goodbye form~lhe held on the same ings, it was brought up weekend of the Spring Festiv- jok~ngly by a Planning Co-al)? Do they know that Willie mmittee member who happens 
Pierce hasn't been present at to contribute articles ra-
either of the Twilites concerts ther frequently to your ma-
this 5emes~er? So. w[la tr.Wel};~ ; vi ga;Jpe (~} Ol:li\'l sl;l~xestion 
who cares 1f he gets pald ,that we .~Jre ac!'hng behind 
$500 and doesn't even come to close~ doors is prep~ster-
review the Twilites and se~ ous and totally unfounded. 
if the students' reactions It is easy to see Who tne 
are favorable to the band. closeted,shadows are. 
All in all, the Twilites, feel Yo~r view of the Pla~ing 
that they have contributed a COllL1l1ittee's "insensitivity" 
lot to the Bard Community, towards the situations we 
and resent being shunned in have assumed responsibility 
the end. If- they were a part- for is a mi~guided one. We 
time band, it would be a dif- try to accomplish the most 
ferent story, but 3 out of th( we can with whatwe have 
4 band members are not even ,for as many groups and ~lubs 
Bard students, and have made as possibie. 'Yours is 
goodwill appearances this not the only one, although 
yeAr. h' . h you seem to think so. 
d \ tt ,15 pOl.nltl , tht t
e Twili tes The use of your magazine 
on care a a much. f . , 
. . or the, sole purpose o.f at-
the p;Urpose of thlS art1cle tackJ."ng' u' S 1'S ' -. d· 1· 
I • 1 h . ' a goo examp e 
was maln y to express t elr. of the t' f ' 1 ·h· 
personal disgust. over the have Irnaecu' lont : o. bPe?:P, e rJ 0 . ro J.C 0 eSSlons 
way all too many th1ngs are W1' th' p' " , d 'd' , 1 ' ." 
. ower an 1 eo ogy . 
handled here at Bard. Th1S How \'e d f' 1 .' 
. ," e 1ne ourse ves 
dJ,.sgust has been prevalent, in ou'r.' contexts'" does' not 
here over the last few years. merely apply t:o your and 
What else cap. b~ felt over, .your m~gazine:., .It ,aPP.lie$ 
say, th~ ~Xpu~sl~n. of ,stu- to ,th,e Bard coirm!qnl,tyand 
de~ts llV1~g •. 1n Fa1rbalrn, un- certainly also to those ' 
,KEVIN' SAYS "BYE-BYE" falr Graffl tl' chilrges, Stone' students f~om Bard who' ., -
, Row "renovations", and all- tested n, ucie,ar 'p-owe'r' 'l"n' 'P.w""'ao _ 
This article is intended to ing a student that we, the 
. I h f' T 'l't t t b 11 th.e.other,wayds th1at t.hhe add- shington D.C," represe'ntl'ng slmp y convey t e eel1ngs W1 l es, were no 0, e a - t t mlnlS ra lon ea 's . Wl t an Red Hook,' Cler'tnbn. t, Living'-," 
of the Twilites regarding, de- owed to play at a radio sta- d 1 
cisions made after the con- tion benefit in Manor. Where ~ea~~s tO~br ~ ~an~ i~~sona, ston, StuyVesa'nt, Cementon 
cert on' Friday the 13th in did al1 this info come from, ~ l~g~ l~ ou d a~ 1 e. ~nd Annan'dale:"on-Hudsfjn .. We 
Kline Commons, and to present anyway? It all sOllllds like a e Wl :tes ~n t want any- do not rej ect individual 
'some unknown facts involvlng Newsweek article portraying ~n~ t~ !~ln; tha~ ~ot pJay~ initiative as elitist. On 
the ways the administration the horrors of "punk rock". 1ng a e orma 1S a grave the contrary, you've been 
and the Entertainment Commit- (Again, WHAT?) and t~rrible thing for the supported as have many other 
tee' have de'al t with the ~at-' . , .. _._, ' , , band 1 tself, but (hey do be- publications and clubs in 
ter. 2) The Twilites will 'not be l~eve that many people wou~d, the past, and will be .in tJ:1e 
1) The+Twilites have been allowed' to play at the Spring ll~e to ~ear them once agaln future. But you cantt have 
banned by the a'dministration Formal. . . - "', th15 Sprlng, and, that they your cake all the time be-
from giving any more concerts Willie Pierce has told the should hav~ the right to cause there just isn't enough 
in Kline Commons,and it seemsTwilites that the event is some say in the matter. to go around. The Anti- ' 
from playing anywhere but.thebooked up, and there is no Yes, we, the Twilites, com- Nuclear Power group showed 
gym. Mary Sugatt has said' chance for us to play. He posed this letter, and as is initiative also, and was 
that this decision is based also says that since the com- indicated on ,the bottom of hence supported. 
on the premise that when a mons fiasco, Mary Sugatt has our posters, (Last Bard Show We, that is the half of the 
"punk rock" (what?) band is told him not to hire the Ever), we will not return Planning Corrunittee that voted 
playing, people are most, Twilites to play any more after this semester. We just, for the Anti-Nuclear alloca-
-likely to lose, control, get concerts. She now denies that wish that we were offered th(1 tion were surprised and taken 
wild, and possibly cause but Willie still gives i~ as opportllllity to play here one! aback after discovering the 
damage. Is Mary aware of the his reason for not asking in last time, instead of having existence of a tradition of 
fact that the Twilites have advance if the Twilites want- t.e leave feeling simply dis- a financed dinner for student 
played' at Blithewood, Manor, ed to ptay. The Twilites, not gusted. government representatives. 
the gym, four,times at the to mention the students, are We are outraged and will do 
Magdal, Inn, and in the Com- clearly getting the runaround Nevertheless, our utmost to eradicate this 
mons last semester without Are the Twilites wrong i~ tradition as soon as possible 
. k' h h 1 Tomorrow Belongs to the 
any damage caused? An exclu- thin lng t at t ey at east 
sive incident is clearly should have been 'asked to TWILITES... We also feel however, that 
taking precedent over clear- play? They made it clear in "LET THERE BE LIGHT" our response here is far more 
ly resp?ctable facts. Can November that they wished to indicative of "that fine no-
the administration really be play the Formal. Ov'er ,the TAKE NOTICE tion of tolerance" than un-
shocked by finding that stu- past year they've played 9 In response to the "uet founded paranoid assau! t u-
. dents are capable of becom- concerts at -Bard and the Ther'e Be Light" flashlight pon the Planning Corrnni ttee 
ing angry and frustrated? Magdal Inn. Anyone that has edition, specifically to the and the rest of the student 
The night of tbe concert, been'~o those shows knows Editors: body. May you one day really 
Peter Amato was overheetrd that the Twilites have im- If the flashlight edition ' find the light, to replace 
saying "This isn't Bard, this proved, and many claim to en- was any example of the qua- the one you super impose. 
isn't; B'ard! !". Granted, he joy seeing them. Yet, Virus lity of your regular edit-
had the right to be upset is playing at the Formal,hav- ion, then we are not part-
over the damage, but Bard is¥ ing played together maybe 3 icularly sad to see it pre-
in fact, part of the world, or 4 days ,since December. The sently defunct. Not only 
and, considering the living Twill tes think it's great did it cons.ist of martYred 
-environment here, (seven days that they'rep1aying, but to _ ejaculatory vapors, but it, 
a .we.e~j '?{hP~~tr~,{~~rt~tdh~ a~a trr~~clm~ :tJ1e~~e3.fJyj.,!1g JlVfJ 'i,-L lLJlwC!~llf~~tu.'iqX;lL,~n~qrE~£S~ .,U ,'~, 
~~o~~e~'~hlr~? 'fIo~f~Of?~~i~?"+ ,~1 ~~:s E~i~~~~l~~!~~~ Co~i tt~~~I,:"i!~~W~,o~~~~~~~~;~~~~!:,~Jf:q~ ~~~ 
l~S). l~'S, a. surprise that i:; poo;rly run,a.nd the studen1:j subsidation, not the Femin-
rlots aTen t an everyday body doesn't have enough say ist Alliance. You state 
occurance. Someon'e told -Mary, in the hiring and firing, of that your magazine ~as nev~' 
Sugatt that people were vom- bands. Are people aware of er mentioned in the discu-' 
iting on each,other in the ,the fact ~hat the Entertain- ssion preceding' the vote, 
Commons the nlght of the con~ ment Commlttee turned down and yet you never mentioned 
cert. She alluded to that a Saga-Greg Finch donation a single word for the maga- -
in a, conversation on the of $JOOO worth of liquor (un- zine. So much for commit-
phone with us', and when tell- der the condition that the ment. As for closed meet-
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nuclear power ... M OR E E D I TO R I A L S I Someday we shall have atom power, safe power, benefic-
· .. .. • ~a!iliO~cs~~!a!h:~~l~:i~;; 
" . , ,., ing, somewhat charismatic, 
- , " has an answer for everything will come more quickly as we , 
INDIVIDUALITY John Zuill and no sense of humor. become aware of how these i-MY FETISH OF .' - . nunediate issues relate to 
I asked Leon Botstein, I feel sorry for Michael Si~., N.ote:. The pro~osal ).S on re- the economic and political 
why he felt a large part mpson who was sent to defend s~rve at the L~brary. Check. systems which must change so 
of the student body was a proposal he did not inau- page 7, Line 6. Leon, what lS that human capacity can turn 
angry with him. He was told gurate.the "fetish of individual- to cO!lstructive labor and p_ 
people that he does not The proposal was described ,.i ty"? . . 
roductive.pol1t1cs. know why. He complained that as "sillyll J because of the BE IT KNOWN THROUGH-· power in numbers ... 
he had 'set times when mem- nature of its obj ectives and OUT THE LAND... sue." The struggles against 
bers of 'Ithe Bard community" the way the seminars were to This is to inform yo'u on be- racism, sexism, and other 
(a term he uses alot) could be enacted: The objective half of.the People's Revolu- forms of oppression cannot 
come and talk to him. He in short w~s to provide a tionary Committeeand the Mi- succeed until the survival of 
further stated that he be- sort of for~ on the id~as. nistry of Truth of an incre- the species is assured. 
lieved tha't people '!'lho were in the field of. ones maJor ase in tax and tribute for This new age of opposition 
angry with him existed in a and a g,eneral educati~n in the 1979-1~0 "academic" year to nuclear power marks the 
"minority". the aspects of that f~eld. There is 11ttle doubt that first time a technology has 
His answer appeared to me First, when one chqoses a the cost of academic black- been so widely criticized. 
unsatisfactory. First of all field of study, common sense mail is high, and that shov- When the nuclear age began on 
if these Coffee, tea and Le- dictate? that all the aspe- ing this down your throats August 6, 1945, most people 
on neetings do not attract cts of that field should be appears extraordinary. How- did not realize what impact 
the angry "minority" then' learned inorder to under- ever, in the case of Bard, our nuclear policy would 
Leon should assume that the stand it . This is the prin- the cost to serfs and vil- have on all future generations 
meetings do not serve their ciple of Leon's educational lians ill-1979 is, in,t_erms of In the last thirty' ye<}rs, 
purpose. pyramid (inverted or other- a re~ripoff, no greater now nuclear engineers have proved 
Second, there was a forum wise).. than it was in 1969 or 1959. to be reckless and irrespon-
meeting on thursday May 3, Second. a forum on ideas In addition, the percentage sible with their testing and 
to discuss the proposal for in a given field would nat- of the cost of each person's development of nuclear energy: 
Sophomore and Senior semi- urally be discussed among freedom paid for in blood is and are consequently endan-
nars. Aproximatly 30 people the students of that field lower than it has ever been gering us all. At one time 
atte~ded,presumably those whether there was a forum in the recent history of the we accepted the industry t s 
of the student body who were or not.To suggest that empire. The bread and water statistics which claimed that 
concerned. The talk at this there should be a classroom available to students at Bard accidents were absolutely in-
meeting ran almost exclus1.v- for such discussion form- as a result of an increase in conceivable. Then a month 
ely against the proposal and alizes just such a creative the dole has grown at a more ago we all woke up to see 
the ma~ who proposed it, activity, and I believe de- rapid rate than the increase headlines announcing the 
Leon Botstein. It may well ~troys it 5 value. Bard is in tribute. The annual incre- Three Mile Island mishap. 
not be reflective of gener- not a college of paranoids ase in fees, although made Now a substantial amount of 
al opinion. I only state who never talk to each oth- necessary by greed, also re- 'people don't believe the in-
that among those concerned, er. fleets Bardls effort to be- dustries promises, despite 
among the student body a- The \'lhole ideal reduces the corne "Harvard-on-the-Hudson." desperate efforts on their 
bout cuir~c~lar policy the student course electives . Bard's taxes and tribute part to sway public opinion. 'ti4~),s against Leon and from four to three. A stu-, will increase, by 9.5% for the In the Monday edl tion of the 
the pr0J;>;osal." " .. dent. A~ c;1~nied .. gf Qn~ class. 1979-1980 "academic" year. New York Times, in which the 
I asked Leon why he wasn't 'where he or she could be Tribute will be increased by D.C. demonstration was 
at the meeting and he repli- educating himself in his 3 oxen per peasant and levies covered, Edison Electric 
ed that he was at a talk by or her fiel~. by 7 bushels of wheat bring- bought the entire. back page. 
a man who was scheduled to I object to the way the ing the comprehensive ti~he of the front sect10n of the1r 
speak here for a year. He proposal was presented. Leon to 20 oxen and 34 bushels of report: l1Three Mile Island 
complained that people who accomplished his proposal in wheat excluding sucker money, update; Reassessing the 
want him to attend such me- an 8 page paper; packaged, de con game profits and othe:- Risk S', 11 Their mess.age was 
etings should' give ~:im an. !ineated, and for ..... sale. miscellaneous ripoffs. TIns that the media had blown the 
invl ta.:tion \lIell ahead of There was no sense of invo- increase is wi thin the dec-.; near accident out of propor-
time. He had a tight sched- lvement with faculty except rees established by the Holy tion, and it is a matter on-
ulehe said~ 'But if Leon with a statement at the end, One of the Plains applicable ly experts are qualified to 
wished to understand student and no feeling of general to "profitic" institutions. debate. 
opinion it is his. obligation development from the commun- As in past, the College will The struggle to see these 
to'go'to such.meetings, es- ityas a whole. Here was increase its harrasment in energy capitalists put out of 
pectally when it is his pro- word from Leon. proportion to increase in busines~ promises to be per 
p6salthat is being discuss- Many students I talked to tribute. haps the most challenging 
ed. Leon wasn't invited but had a vague knowledge of, Bard will continue to bring battle of the 20th Century. 
no one else was either. or were oblivous to this pr- additional learned elders to As Barry Commoner aptly put 
Since it was'his proposal, oposal. The student apathy the College through distin- it, to put an end to nuclear 
it seems to me that he does on this campus indicates guished visiting mullahs. We power in the U.S. would be 
not consider student opinion two things. First, the mino- have also made small increas- "the second American Revol-
important. ority that Leon hears is the es in the regular inquisito- ,ution." Those who own utility 
This ,doesn ~ t, say much for concerned minority and ther~ rial streng~t of the College companies stand to lose the 
'''the Bard Community" when the efor should be listened to. and we contlnue to draw new billions they have invested; 
policy maker is not ambitiou~ Second, Leon is able to first-rate bureaucratic ob- and will not be uefeated eas-
sly trying to form policy "cram things' down our thro- stac1es to Bard. Bard will 'ily. They have power in money 
around general opinion. ats" because he meets no op- continue its effort to confu- so our power must be in num-
The proposal was not in osition. Without strong op- se the curriculumof the Col- bers. For this reason, an es-
accord with the opinions osition from the student bo- lege, beyond the new Fresh- sential element of the strug 
stated at the meeting. It dy as a whole he was able to man Seminar program and pro- gle is a solidarity among all 
was described as "silly". implem~nt the peer councilor grams of the Bard Center J to people committed to freeing 
Some said, the faculty would policy, $200 for working, insure the most effective a- 'themselves from the poisons 
never accept it. Others s,aid the first week of the term). cademic 'con game perpe- of nuclear technology. It is_ 
that it would be crammed The thing Leon should ~ome to trated on our students. Fi- too easy t,o feet in~igp~fj.~-" 
down our thr?a~s i.l:n4,.~Rsl.i~cat understand is that it is ne- nally the Coll~ge· ~s in the ,;'ant ~.~ .. flJ:1,' ~n9j..y,i~u~J ,H,\/:j.ng, ,,' 
moves were sjlgge~d:, ,k"&> sse~~ryr:-'to 'p'&rtfBipate Iii'! - process of buiiding"a'new, ", in ,fear of~ this monstrous 
disruption,.of,,-I~P.P,.,days the c6mnhltiify"as:'a: 'wh81e~' -1"""Mos'(lUe~which will provide a . 'industry. In numbers we will 
and the multification of the actively seek student opin- place of worship and_more gain the strength to continue 
administration. In tIiis case ion and be more willing grant money. to fight this crucial life 
students would accept 'admin- to consider other peoples I' appreciate slavi<? respect. struggle. Winning freedom 
istration only from the tru- ideas and comments. I have No doubt, in the fa~e of a from the threat of Nuclear 
stees in which case the ad- never heard of Leon conced- far less' expensive public Destruction is of utmost im-mini~tration would have to ing to a students opinion. the rising cost of private portance, or it may provide a 
be fired. At the meeting it was sta~d colleges absurd. We, at Bard, frightening answer to all pol-
As Leon was not there he how like Johnny Cars'on, Leon think the difference is well i tical and social ,questions. 
cQuld.nQt.defend,his.PQlicy. is. He is pleasing, charm- worth i,tto U$. 
/. 
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THE GREAT ROCK & ROLL SWINDLE 
A REVIEW-ARTICLE 
I've often said that the , with ~ccordion accompanym~ 
Sex Pistols could never have ent), or abandoning it and 
made another album with the pl aying old time rock in a 
power and brilliance of Ne- new and celabratory way. as 
ver Mind the Bollocks. The in the many covers on the a-
new double Album bears this lbum. 
out, but that critique is aI· The choice between subvers-
most irrelevent because in ion or just rocking out was 
The Great Rock and Roll 51 '.'- mirrored by a split in the 
indle we have the Pistols band between Cook and Jones 
themseIves providing a valu- on the one side and Rotten 
able context for their whole on the other with Vicious 
phenomenon,. somewhere in between. Cook 
The title is key; they tell and Jones produced a lot of 
us its a swindle and accord- this album and they took pa-
ingly a lot of the album ce- ins to include some of Rot-
Iebrating that, often hill- tens worse moments, as when 
ariously, and while the hum- the band is thunking through 
or of Bo110cks was subtle Johnny B. Goode while Rotten 
and submerged, here it is 0- keeps saying ItStop it! I ca-
pen clowning A lot of it is nIt stand this sort of mus-
not even the Sex Pistols; ic." In fact, Rotten is only 
just about everyone around 'lead vocalist on about a 
them gets in a lick some- third of the cuts. He is in 
where on the record. But the chorus on a few others 
still l the crucial question and absent from the rest. 0-
is,: Who is swindling who? nly a "few cuts' follow the 
My first reaction was 'What! grab I em ]Jy the balls appro-
They better not be swindling ach of Bollocks. Not to im-
me' and they were, but luck- ply that the rest are wimpy, 
ily it goes deeper than that. but merely that the level of 
, Just about everyone was a intensity has decreased so-
swindler or a swindlee it mewhat. For one thing, the 
seems - Malcom Mt:laren swin- production is nowhere near 
'dling the band, pushing ima- intense. There are not' the 
ge over content, getting a layers of guitar overdubs t-
bass player who'd never play- hat so characterized The Bo-
ed before, the Pis tot's s'win- llocks sound, making the al-
dling the media and the wor- ' bum sound more live, and re-
Id into taking them so Godd- vealing the pistols as being 
amn seriously, swindling EMI more like mere mortals. This 
Out of thousands of pounds, is sometimes compensated for. 
quitting right ~at th~ peak by the use of strings, which 
of success, and so on. This are for the most part appro-
album makes clear what a ca- priate to, the to~gue~ in ch-
refull 'orchestrated con job eek approach of the album, 
the whOle thing was. but which at times are exce-
So whats wrong with that? ssive. 
Nothing, really. By telling There is alot of silly stuff 
1!-s it was a can they let us ,: on the album. songs like "F-
l.n on it too. It doesn't di- rigging in the Rigging" sung 
minish the importance of by Ronnie Biggs and Il)'ou go-
their work any for me, it ju- tta have hands" with Malcom 
st seems the logical conclu- Mclaren that are pretty much 
sian. After all, all their comedy music. There are a 
work was concerned with tell- lot of covers of old rocke-
ing you that you were the vic- rs, with vocals by Cook, Jo-
"tim of many cons; how could nes and Vicious, all of whom 
they have been naive about th·are competent singers. Also 
emselves ,? Anyway, success is included is the now highly 
the measure 0'£ a good con and ironic version of Vicious do-, 
the pistols were a success; t- ing "My Way". The only two 
hey got acrqss what they were originals that really stand 
trying to. out in my mind are "Belsen 
It was a classic case of was a gas" and the anthemic 
~ub.ye~r~,io~, ~~king :evolut- ' !~Qc,lc' L~n~L~pH ( ~wiJl9-1~" -"p,9,t,h, 
70na-pr ?o;:te~.t all?' ~!lstal f,.. '<!!\ rQC~el;~ ~lt, th~ : ~61lq~K$,r::t~~~ v-
l.ng'it in a convent'ional " .... ' dition.' ,u,. !.~ ~d . r 
form. Did it work? W,ell, yes One thing this album demon .. ' ~n~ nO't~t anYhrat~ the band strates with some finality is 
t~atP~;pr;a~~Catr~~:c;~~ e- tha~ they could play: ?nce 
ither using anI as a fo;m- agal.~ you can hearVl.c1.oUS 
alism as in th~ man versi-l pIaY1ng at least compete~tly, 
ons of Anarchy on thls alb- ~nd Cook and Jones are wail-
urn . (Disco, Muza.k, in French 1ng away as always. Also it 
• ' re-emphasized what a tot-
by ART . CARLSON 
ally slick packaging job the stella is' very good at slap-
Pistolswere. This can be se- ping bits of music together. 
en in their more packaged pr~ in a sometimes interesting 
oductionsand compared to so- way, but they are still ..sl-
me of the relatively un-slick apped tog'ether bits and they 
productions o~ this album. are still only interesting. 
Ultimately I have come to Sort of like what Steeiy Dan 
see the Pistols sort of as the does, only worse. They nev-
Monkees for revolutionaries. er achieve a rocking coheren:. 
Both groups were created for ceo 
specific, though opposite It was interesting to see 
reasons. From what I hear what the 'Elvis Costello 
Malcom Mclaren are revoluti- crowd' would look like. There 
onaries, the sort who would were a lot of people both in-
come home from a concert and side and outside the Pallad-
put some jazz or classical ium, hoping to suck on'a pi-
music on the stereo. Rock ece of the action, and e~ce-
was the medium they chose to pt for a few people going 
work in and they enriched for the Costello clone look 
it. though the end of the (nerdy glasses, haircut, s-
Pisto1s is some indication uit) and a few who were pun-
that the time for that app- ked out, the crowd was re-
roach has passed, at least markably unexceptional look-
for now. The Pistols had ing. It looked like a nice, 
probably crossed the border clean, well dressed middle 
into cooption when they br- class crowd. Not quite the 
oke up, whereas in their e- geek and terminally maladj -
arly interviews they seem- usted crowd I have anticipa-
ed ·genuinely surprised to t~d, but their way much wor-
consider that this thing se. There were ~ery few of ' 
would turn out to have them the stunningly beautiful wo-
working on the side of the men one often s'ees at rock 
system. Rotten, anyway, se- shows, very few of anything 
ems to have abandoned sub- 'except for nice kids whose 
version in favor of more i- idea of getting rowdy is 
dealogically Ipure l music, seeing Elvis Costello and 
and it doesn't seem to have getting up and stomping and 
done him any better. This clapping and screaming some. 
album offers no new strate- The mustc suited them perfe-
gies; whereas on Bollocks , · ctly. 
the cry of No Future was Maybe we are entering the 
a call to actio,n, here it is clone era, where everyone a-
just an acceptance of r~aLity spires to be a clone of ev-
The ul timate effect is to eryone else, .and th~erein de-
poke US in our naivetes, If fine themeselvesas .indivi-
we, were naive about the Sex duals. It stands to 'reason 
Pistols, and a lot of us as the lqgical conclusion of 
were in plac~s, then imagine the American ethos of indiv-
all the other, more complex idualism mad dogma where we 
cons we are victims to! The all agree on what individua-
Message is consistent: Wise lism is so we become exactly 
up your marks. alike, Rock and Roll has ' Ii t-
Which is what I now wish E- erally descended into the c-
lvis Costello would do. , So- lone era, with acts calling' 
meone already told him to themselves 'Elvis clones' 
shu:t! up, and punched hl."m to and such. At ,any rate, we 
reinforce the message, in need a new synthesis to get 
that well publicized incide- the music out .of that rut it 
nt where he called all Amer- often falls into. But r'm not 
cans Niggers. By coincidence , worried. There is a lot of f-
Lewis Shaffer dragged me ofi ert~ ,le soil out there, and 
to see him at the Palladium thats wh.el;'"~ its got'to go. 1-
around the time of that in- , t' s time ~o go over the wall. 
cident. Lewis still musttve 
been'a little irked at me 
for mentioning his name in 
the ' otitef article, ''Ibtif's(;!el rf'j; 
ing't6sfafl6"live -IaHl' 'tibt .· fl': '" 
change my opinion. It rein-
forced it. He didn't Suck or 
anything, it wasn't torture, 
the band was competent and 
well rehearsed and it was fun 
to be at a rock show, but e-
ven'liveness c?uld not add 
excitement tothe music. Co-
" 
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DACHAU BLUES 
A MUSIC ARTICLE BY' JOHN LARGE 
, . ,. \). 
Into a symphOnIc surge, J ~
g a cor . .l_._, , "." . ~ 
bullwhip, . .' 
, If you were-unable to lau- ~~~ 
nch an Angels' Dust cult in 
your local high' school & w- in High school, & having now ...... . 
ere unqualified for the st- "gotten with itll, tells th- '"J~ J .../" ;! 
udent councilor too scraw- ose that have been in & out ~ ... :r. ~' ~as:zp,~ 
ney for a member of someth- of punk that they're not re- sclones & their atLCllU~,11 
ing comparatively undestruc- ally cool). The boutiques th-lassical pretensions, of per- of work done by Berry, Dav-
tive, a trend-setting "teen rive on the worst of two wo- plexed-yet~highly-sensitive ies, Townshend, & maybe Bo 
combo." I£ you played giraf- rIds: the uniformity known toCalifo-rnians who care to whi- Diddley. With The Yardbirds& 
feshit like Foghat or the many col,lectiV'ist societies mper & moan a lot on stage, The Bluesbreakers came an 
New Riders (in those days), & the ostentacious, hipper- the New Wave's trimmed down age of more improvisational 
you might even be hired by a than-thou characteristics of refusals to be serious comes & proficient playing. Clap-
local bar. would-be individualism. Ent- as a blessing. The music- ton.was givin~ his ~ore res-
I wound up more-or-less-pl- ertainment pallaces like the to the extent that musicallitytra1ned, cred1ble performan-
aying sythesizers, asthmatic Mudd Club involve a 'scenario is on anybody's mind - is fine ces ; from C:eam on outl he 
C-melody sax, & left shoe in which a sneering owner a- But the fashion show is inco- may have la1d down an Ip's 
(while reading Dada poems & ppears on a Papal platform to mpatible. All vestiges of lira_worth of r~al. master~. (50-
Burroughs passages) for a decide who's acceptable enou-ce musicll have forever been n~y Boty.W1ll:-ams sa1d of . 
proto-punk band which attra- gh- to be among the select few b for & about peopfe who .. :hlS seSS10n w1.th The YardbJ.-
cted no' one but a few criti- to gain admittance to 'his pa:' a~~;'de~lisses." Punk renia- 'rds, "They wanted to play 
cs & acid casualities. We'd radisio (Which is wholly ant,. ins a whitemiddle or upper- the blues so bad &that' s just 
managed to squelch what lit- ithetical in the socio-polit- chess plaything in this cou- how they played 'em.") And 
tIe TEEN APPEAL we had to b- ieal nature of rock & roll). ntry. But in England, the Beck was bringing the super-
egin with via a spanky asso- CBGBs playfullyhorde 'em in ties were made with Jamaican ficial, flash performance to 
rtment of we:rrd sunglasses, like cattle, fails to make "rebel music;" & in both co- an apex. By the Sununer of 
bargain basement clothes, good on reservations, & refu- untries, the punks have come Love, the playing had gotten 
hair cuts, & epileptic beha- ses to allow customers acce- closer to ending male-domina, further away from running 
vior patterns on stage. As- ss to bathrooms. Even the st- tion than anything short of off simple blues chords. be-
ide from "Nyw Music", jazz, ores are going in for this Motown & the European "avan- caroming more improvisational 
& prog-rock-stuff by Cale, exciting concentration camp tists" like Henry Cow. The & modal. At the time Kaukon-
P. Smith, Eno, Fripp, & the ambience. One well-known re- bulk of latterday fold (wh- en & even the Dead stood out. 
Min~malist compos~rs was ca- cord join!; ·at MacDougal & 8th ich is sliding in the same' In retrospect, ,the 13th FI-
tch1.ng our attent10n; the has a manager (repleat with direction as everything else oor Elevators & Robby Krieg-
lea~ guitarist would dust . ill-'.tempered, Doberman) who on the San Andreas fault) s - er f s flamenco - & j azz-in-
off an old Velvet Undergrou-, tells'his customers to shut till casts women as delicate, fluenced strumming-sans-pick 
rid tune on occasion. . up & wait for him to lIaddre- introspective torch-singers are getting attention. (This 
Then "punque n~veau" engul- ress" them. , one step ahead of yesterye-, was also the day of Messian-
fed .the ~nti~e m:tropol,itan. The l3-amones, The Stukas,. ar I s groupies & tambourine- ic rock. Tf you believed in 
area. It was ObViously the the P1stols, et al were r~- beaters'in white vinyl go-go Wagnerian love-deaths in the 
next logical step for.gara- .. ght in doing Nazi jokes. Ni- boots & Mondrian miniskirts. sometimes brilliant words of 
ge bands ~11 o:,er. ~en, in co was' right' to record "D6U- (All of these performers who a boozey acidhead) there was 
a few.mon,ths tlme,1t was. tscheland Uber Alles." The spend years burdening stadi- Jim Morrison. If you go for 
necessary to start sproutJ.ng Dictators' "Master Race Ro- umfuls of people with accou- drugged-out, flabby authority 
long hair again & opt out of ck" could be anthem for a p- nts of their latest failed figures, there's still Garcia 
the whole syndrome. (S'o much ost-"Anarchy" New Wave. Punk love affairs are in need of & Lou Reed.) In the midst of 
for .snotty preludes .. ) The r- is more the' property of gla- some form of clinical atten- the Aquarian haze, there ar-
eason being, first of all, mour Nazis & a condescending tion.) ase Hendrix - a brilliant in-
~hat a' labe~ like "~ew Wav~~' pa~a'sitic form of wealth. Meanwhile, customized elec- novator in blues, free jazz, 
J.s. a conven1.ent way o~ pack- (Wealt'h is a phenomenom na- tro-plated silver bike cha- & rock composition (likewise 
agIng - or else gloss1ng ov- tive to such personalities ins from NiemanMarcus are, Beefheart) who used Strat & 
er- anything from The Clash as had byfhe desposed Shah, one hopes 1 being put out to all attending electronic ha-
to'the tepid, honko warblin- Oral Roberts, Elton, etc.} pasture alongside those very rdware quite effectively, 
gs of Talking Heads. And se~ At preserit, there are people late 60s "herbalites." What 
cpndly, it, meant th~~. the c- like The Clash turning out h- will remain is the better omf.}acen~{':?ver:pr~~,~~edg- onest, primal rock & roll fol'j music from either era. 'Il1ough. in expressing his, 
e~ tr~r,~~Yi"'~tnJ~~d "s-. ,the.~'wr~:C;~h~9-"o! .. ~he e~r.th .. " the-r:e again, unless, we get a 1deas. Alongsid~, 5travin~ki, l1ng~~ ~~1>if'/~~':~' ~,.~ 'Whi~~<~E9-8L:&, S<l-:J .1~~;iY~~P~;:b wf~~~a!t 6'~ ;t'fulY'0u.tst'an~ing OrFF .~ t~e Span1sh Anarchl.sts 
to co-:' . t _7'",nol:e, sce ~c{::.:. gent, supporters; o;Ctfi~r'P,~w,-;-n f insti'umeritair~tgrlttne Stones: HendT.:Lx, ,lS; on~. o.~: .the great,,,, 
. (fr?l19.kl~g 11): B~ue ~qllar est directions taken by Wes- were never once THAT cornpet-~ rock & rollers of our, ,cen,t-
thrlft ShlpS,,& then speeding tern music. And bands like, ent a blues band) & a com- ULy. He hated most of the si-
aw~y inthe~i BMWsL.Rotten the B52s & The Ramones are positional geI}ius of El,ling~ ngles r & the more experimen-tr~ed to declare.pu!}k fash- ,creating the decade's best ton's stature, the music too tal direction he wanted is 
ion.a "contradicti0l'! in. ter- dance tunes & singles out of mari.y stagnate. ~ _ hinted at in obscure cuts 
ms" but he overestimated his naught but and endless spi- Rock playing began with the like "Caveman Bells" (from 
influence. A punk now is 50- ral of sarcasm. In a world of unpolished, barely profess- '6.4). But even in '''Machine 
meone who runs a boutique or ungainly guitar solos, of Ye- ional, state-of~the-art sort next page ... , 
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dac~au blues ... 
THE FILM ~MAGE VERSUS THE WRITTEN WORD 
A FILM ARTICLE by ELLIOT JUNGER 
Gun,!! one can pick up over-
~one~ ~f Ayler or Sun Ra by 
lmaglnlng that the same vo-
lley of notes were coming 
from an organ or wind instr-
umenL Fiim, being a considerably ' c?nfessed to "not being par- .efers to as "a bastard art"), 
Robert Fripp, on the other new art form, remains the su .. t:cularly fond of the cinema, 'an equalabili ty to see. If 
. hand, is a guitarist-par-ex- bject of intense controversy I Slnce for meat least, a bo- that is the case, then why 
cel!ence & a composer. secon- and critical speculation a- ok,. a painting or a piece of should there be this absurd 
darlly. And having undermin- mong leading cultural perso- mUS1C would seem to afford conflict between the visual 
ed career as a really brightinalities, the majority of one a far richer intellect- perception involved in watc-
arranger/ composer, Zappa' whom are writers who have ne- ual stimulation, by forcing hing a film, and the mental 
has become as much. But ~hey ver completely accepted the r~spectively the reader, the processes (using the mind's 
are exceptions (DBither sur- "seventh art" (as. an aesthe- Vlewer and the listener to "eye") involved in reading a 
pas~ing Williams, Bresm,Joe tically valid form of expre- perceive internally what is play or novel? In fact, why 
p~ss, etc.).The trend has ssion,) since it's intrusion set forth as raw material. should one negate the other? 
t;;ken us ?a~k to the profi- onto the cultural scene al- . rathe: than be passively a- Bicycle Theif, of which I 
clent, utliltarian & none- most half a century ago.Con- bsorblng a "ready-made" co- spoke earlier, is I believe,. 
too-tasteful blues-playing sidering the stature of the ncept t~at appears on the the closest cinema has ever 
of guys like Buchanan& Gall- writers who have often quite screen ln a movie theatre." come to achieving a tragic 
agher ... & now one step fur- ~loquently and convincingly T~e arguments which both men catharsis in the Aristotel-
ther, back to the"new wave" denounced film as a danger- ralse are convincing, on the ian sense, fulfilling every 
ofr&b, rockabilly, & pow-roo ous illusion, a mechanical surface. I think however, too ~onceivab1e requirement de-
• pop tunesmiths & studio hac- confection which does all hat they miss the point as to manded by classical standar-
ks. ~e cycle has been compl_the thinking for the viewer, the que:tion ?f.the ~inema's ds. It un~tes time and space, 
eted 1n a hurry. men on the order of W.H. Au- aesthetLc val1dlty, 19noring a great fLnal scene, an unex-~n America, a few groups den. Gore Vidal, H.L. Menc- the fact that film a~d 1iter- ~ecte~ and reve~li~g incident 
lLke The Residents are try- ken and George Bernard Shaw atu::e are two very dlfferent ln WhlCh the prl.nclpal char-
.ing to blow all the familiar it is important for one to' medlums.~f ~o~unication, e- acter acquires a new insight 
formulae 'wind open. While in examine their opinions ob- ! ach posse.sslng It: own indivi- into another and in the end 
England, rock's doing what jectively and not dismiss dual m~rlts and l~herent e- still hasn't found what he is 
it always should: Kids who're them blindly. Vidal in par- xpreSSl.ve propertl.es. A no- searching for. The film is so 
led to feel as if they're ticular, has some scathing vel b~ Balza~ or Dostoievsky "filmic" that not only is it 
shit on the job & nobodies though inciteful comments co- con:aLns an lnexhaustable qu- inconceivable in another med-
a~ school can go to the rock cerning the cinema, especi- antLty.of powerfull~ felt ~- ium, but as a novel or a play 
& roll palladium to shout ally old movies: mpressl0ns and feellngs whLch it would probably lose its e-
&.pogo out all their frustr~-' t~e aut~or has / lavished on motional impact, since it 
tlons & for a few hours feel The movies made twenty years~lS subject: The la~ters Cr- was conceived wholly in terms 
that they & everybody around ago are now regarded in al- lme and Punlshmen~ lS surely of the cinema, and specifica-
them are worth a damn. The together too many circles ~ne of the most. vIsceral mo- llywithin those limitations. 
situation is ideal for any as important aspects of ern ~ove~: in 1t~ a~most sa- The die-hard cineaste might 
Hitler who'd care to exploit what the new illiterati wa- vdaepgteh1mrnef h1aCy, dS oWldn
g !he be tempted to use Bicycle 
't B f ' s 0 uman egre atLon Th' f . h . 1 ~ ~l ut or now, in a world ~t :o,bel~eve is the only s- It is as moving and persuasi- flL~d' W1t ltsdcea~e essly 
u of pollution .... statism ~gn~f~g?lnt art form of the ve as Carl Dreyer's f'l f Ul. camera an grItty doc-
assembly lines, & war, rock . twentieth century. An en1;;i- . Joan of Arc or De S,l ~ °B'_ umentary "realism," as an i-




ducts of that era. Like so a great work of art I rd, showlng slmultaneously an 
. . s one· . 
many d~~osaur droppings, the any poorer for enjoying a fi- a~tLon, a~ emotlon and , a p~y-
old mov~e~ have petrified in 1m over a novel or vice-ver- ~lcal env1ronment more effIc-
to ~ometh~ng rich, strange, sa? The entire question of Lent1y than a long verbalpa-
nu"!~nous-golden. For any su- superiori ty or inferiority is ' ssage, forgetting. momentarily , ~v~~or of t~e ~riters' Table specious, because it imposes that. the ,mental plct~re t~at ~t ~s a~ton~sh~ng,to find a value judgement on one's p_ on~ 1ma?lneS of a ~ce~e des-youn~ d~rectors l~ke Berto- erception. Granted, the amou- crlbed.ln a novel lS Just as 
lucc~, Bogdanovi tch, Truff- nt of tawdry trash films ma- effe'?tl ve an~ lIa~curaterr as 
aut ~everently repeating or ss-produced both in Hollywood the ~mag: wh~ch ~s seeh by 
echoLng or paYin~ homage and Europe is enormous. Film som~o~e 1n a movie theatre. 
to the sort of k~tsch that has no way exceeded the sur: . IndLVldua1s' perceptions know 
was made the first time a- feit of dime-store paperbacks no bounds and are generally 
round. Why make the same mi- and drugstore fiction cir _ able to judge for themselves 
stake twice? lated every day. Pablum i~u wh~ther they believe a cer-
T . , .pab1um, whether it appears on taln work of art to be worthy 
hlS extr~ct whlch origina11ypaper or celluloid, of atte~tion or not. I speak 
appea~ed ~n The Ne,:, Yorker On the reverse side of the for myself and others I'm su-
magazLne ln 1975, 15 a repre-arguement some such a th reo when I say that one sho-s~ntative argument in oPPosi-great filmaker'Robert BS e uld not give a hang whether 
tlon to the cinema h· h h d resson . k . . 
b 
~ W LC. a argue the superiority of f' I Dosto~evs y 15 a superlor a-
een proposed earlLer by the' 1m rtist to De Sica 
aforementioned W HAd Hover I1terature (and theatre, . 
. . u en. e t h' h h a w lC e contemptu~usly Too 
A REVIEW O.F THE STUDENT .DIRECTED PRODUCTIONS by A.L.F. 
"Home Free", written by and Victoria Bress1er . were 
Lanford wilson, is a confus- interesting and often quite 
ing bit of theatre. The dep'- ~eliev<:b1e a~ tw~ disturbed. 
ths of psychosis which de- lncestuous s1b1lngs, the pl-
fine the play's two charact- ay as a whole was too errat-
ers are revealed slowly and ic to capture its audience, 
randomly, while the audience and the-ending lost most of 
is left to speculate-- until its attempted e£fect. Blame 
~he plot begins to seperate cannot clearly be placed 
:itself from the numerous red' upon the actors or upon -the 
her,rings which exist o~1.Y ·~~~ Qirector,Erin Feeley. The 
the characters' m~nds. . work itself seems inadequate 
. The Bard productlon of this and ambiguous as a dramatic 
play was marred by poor blo- piece. 
cking; most action took pla~ Similarly, Brian Friel's 
ce in areas which were poor- "Winners" is ineffective as 
ly lighted or visually ob- a drama; where Wilson is ob-
structed by t\'iO downstage scure, Friel is all too ob-
chairs. While Bill Swindler vious, and the work itself 
becomes a cliche in its very 
structure. Kathleen DiSteph-
ano and Mark Hambleton were 
delicate and sensitive as the 
young Irish lovers; Jessica 
Moore and Jaye King were equ-
ally effective narrators. The 
blocking and bare set worked 
well; Claudia Sherman'·s dir-
ecting was". J ,n a),)". Ml,ear and 
effecti.ve'<!1y .only cr~ticism 
must lie with the toJork -i tself 
; cheerful innocence display-
ed in the face of imminent 
destruction is a classic form 
of irony which has been done 
far too often to stand alone 
as a dramatic plot, and in 
this case is a waste of the 
next page ... 
"CAMERA OaSCURAIC 
student directeds.-:. 
. , . 
energy andabiiities of those' 
',involved.' , ' . 
"Camera "Obscura," direct~d 
by Mi~hyHe"~~iih,was evolv-
ed through"improvisation and 
resulted- in a bit'of' verbal/ 
, i.ri:;ual' imagery ·rath.erth~n a', 
structured dr-amatic work.' The 
"messa-ge ~" -i:ha'fpure commun::" 
icato:r~', wa£) made' clea,riy and 
neatly in the fi"\le'~minute 
sceni!,. " While' o'rie' 'rllighf crit- , 
i'ci'z&T the-tllrainatic" "'vahie" of 
that'.rnessage~ this' br~ef pie--
c~ seemed to be the'most ef~ 
fect~v~and'precis~ of the' 
three works. 'Tom Maiello and 
,.:- _, • -l • '.. • . t '. 
Jody Zepp performed without 
, affectaB.oJl' arid the' verbai 
choreography tnaintain~d a ,:' ' 
rhyihin and movement 'which was 
refres1?-in~'and'e~jo)r~bie. 
MILTON COYKENDALL'S "CYCLE'PLAYS·;;-----
CLAUDIA SHERMAt'!J~S "WINNERS" 
,PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD 
A THREE 
J .M. Syn,ge I s Playboy o"f the 
Western World 1S a storytell-
ing play. Each character in 
it., at: one pOint or another, 
tells a story-some of them 
are true, most exagerrated. 
Director Eugene Kalish has 
taken the storytelling motif 
and an extremely good cast, 
and has worked in some very 
workablestoryteiling magic of 
his own. ' " 
Playboy of the Western World 
is the story of Christy Mahon 
(Dan O'Neill), a rather timid 
Irish lad, who, aft~r bashing 
his father o,n the head and 
leaving him for dead, flees 
to the east and is taken in 
by a tavern keeper and his 
daughter, with whom he falls 
in love.After telling the 
story of his"murdered datr, 
he is at fIrst proclaimed a 
hero by 'the local 'folk,and 
,later mocked asa fiar' when 
his "da" iiti-JJs~ 'VerfftnucW r: ') 
alive. Next?'lie"rs 'i!tt£ck'et{-' ,:·r 
--.... -, 
----_/ 
,by the same fqlk ' for being a 
murderer afte'r' he ''-kills''his 
father a second tiJ!le'. The fa-
ther "r ises""'fron the dead" 
again, and father and son go 
home. Chris~y na~ gained a 
new sense of pe:H'onal worth, PETER SELGIN As OLD MAHON "GOES CRAZY AGAIN" 
and the tavern ~eeper's daugh· 
t€:lr lIl,OlP;''tlS h~:r .. l.q!?s ... 0 » ~ ~ "" + ' __ .', , 
KALISH 
The production's strong-point 
is the cast. The cast is a 
good one, and the characters 
are real. Dan O~Neill~s Chris· 
ty is a vulnerable, believable 
and altogether winning per-
formance. He has a sensitivity 
and warmth rarely found in 
college actors, and he couples 
it with an infectious sense 
of fun. His father, Peter 
Selgin (Old Mahon), is over-
whelming, skillfully treading 
the line between caricature 
and clich~, and presenting th 
character of a very real, 
eccentric old man. The rela-
tionship between Christy and 
his "da" is always clear and 
strong, attributable to act-
ing skill. And, when Old Ma.!o-, 
han ends up spanking Christy; 
the complex love-hate they 
feel for each other is def-
initively expressed. 
The Widow Quinn role, the 
rival with Pegeen Mike's love 
:- ~fQt_~chiisti~~ coul'd']icive+ been •. 
p.'raYed as an' out and out vil-
lain. Josefa M~llaire turned 
that difficult role into a 
piece of cake, and the Widow 
Quinn into a real woman. Her 
'subtle expressions and gest-
ures (like the priceless way 
she rups ehristy's h~ad, 
next page ... 
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meaning . different things at 
. different tlm~s and several 
things at once), match the 
sincerity of her performance. 
Mark Hambleton, as Pegeen's 
'patheti.c" .fiance, Shawn Keough 
ttr,l','ns~ ,,,in, 'Il nicely shaded per.-
formance with one or two in-
co~sistencies; he tends to 
· answer Pegeen as if he were 
,defending and asserting his 
manhood. Joe Klauber, as the 
tavernown~r Michael James, 
is ' too bland, yet he ha·s a 
lovely moment with Christy 
'after returning drunk from the 
wake. Mark Ebner and Phtl 
Milap.~, as his 'drinking bul.: 
dies, are engaging as they 
indulge in telling talL tales· 
that~ just might be true. 
Claudia Sherman, Lauri Hahn, 
Kathy DiStefano, and Cynthia 
DaBica enhance ~he charm of 
the play as four local · girls · 
who treat Christy as a nation 
a1 ·hero. ' . . 
• . . ' -J C SheliaSp~ncer as Pegeen 
tl)~.tavern owners daughter, 
, dell. vers .'·Ii totally believab.1e 
and .at times powerful perfor-, 
mance , yet seems ,to He the 
source 'of a lacking of work-
ab'ility in the play. Through 
nof~ult of her own, she is . 
caught in an interpretat:i,onal 
par~dox. In the begi~ning of 
the play she is an extremely 
sympathetic charact~r. When 
.she turns against Christy ncar 
""" the end of the play, one can 
.. see the anguish she is going 
Ithrough, yet, when she ffnal-
ly loses him, one feels no-
., thing for her. I f this was 
PHlll Y AND JIMMY ADMIRE THE "BLOW FROM' A 
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intended, then why was she 
presented as such a ,sincere 
young woman in .. ,the first and 
second acts? 
Another directOrial problem 
is'the projection df the ba-
sis of Christy's love for 
Pegeen. If the attraction is 
purely physical, then the 
play becomes entirely differ-
ent from a romance. But it is 
a romance, so some sort of _ ~_ 
deeper warmth and attractive 
ness should be projected from 
Pegeen. There isn't however, 
and that at times makes the 
unlikely Widow Quinn seem to 
be the right match for Christy 
The playing skill of Shelia 
and Dan fortunately makes 
lOYu~ this problem only mildly an-
noying instead of totally ir-. 
reconcilable. 
Linda Skipper and Natalie 
Lunn's setting, Trevor Vasey 
and Bruce Venda~s lighting, 
the Mark Hambleton and Willa 
Aldemann's ·make-up, along 
with authentic Irish music, 
create a truly wonderful at-
mosphere. 
The play, like many stories 
gets off to a slow start, bu~ 
picks up quickly. The quint-
ess~ntial image of the~ play 
is created when Christy awak-
ens in the tnvern to the 
'strains of a lively jig and 
starts to earn his keep: 
AN INTIMATE SCENE WITH CHRISTY ANQ PEGEEN 
O'Neill turns the straighten-
ing of glasses and the shin-
ing ofshoe~ into a veritable 
celebration of life. And isn't' 
that what storytelling is? 
--" . -
Gfi:RAlD PIEl ON HUMAN ENGINEERING, J1isown ti~e ' for [dOing q~i'te 
a bit of genetic engineering 
lEON COMMUNICATES ... 
OR, IS SCIENTISM SCIENTIFIC?' by ROY LlSKER research himself in certain When Leon was invited to 
Last week, the spirit of I the entire atmosphere would·' shadowy parts of Philadelphia, write a monthly column for 
Progress came onto the Bard ., probably not catch fire when I G ld p' II' the BARD TIMES he was enthu-
the first A-bomb was exploded. ehra h ~eh ovest7C1enc~ so . . W d' d 1 . Campus. It came incognito, ~ 'He comforted us reat! b muc ~ t at .e some 1mes g~ves SlastlC. e Iscusse og~s­
in the guise of Gerald M. '" g y y the ImpressIon , that people tics and he came up with the 
Piel, editor of that ha1low- d~smlss7ng the rese~rch of get in the way all too often. suggestion that members of 
ed aluminum almanac, Scien- the NaZI ConcentratIon Camp S h de 'b d th t' the community furnish him doctors as irrelevant to 0, e scrl e e prac IC- . h' . h· 
tific Americ.an. Though it . . " " . ing scientist as "a lonely ,W1t wrItten questIons eac 
was difficult at first to·'- SCIence s IntrInSIC moral1.ty. . bl t month to which he will . re-
"It 't d'" sovereIgn, answera , e ono 
see his true nature, once he wasn even goo SCIence. authority except his own spond in writing. This is an 
began speaking, there could ~e scoffed. He v7toed the conscienc~." As evidence that . open column concerned with 
be no doub,.! that he ,was, in- ~deas that rest-:aInts :h~u~d this alienated despot does 'comml!nication between The 
deed, Progress. Pie 1 spoke e put on,expe~lmentatlon In have a conscience, he cited . Pres~dent and the Bard com-
of himself as a force for human engIneerIng-"Ideas like the various examples quot'ed munity. Its success is deter-
Progress, and incidentally ,that W?U7~ not hav~ pleased above. He called agricultur- . mined by the questions you 
_revealed himsel f as an effect Fr~~kl1~. k ~ he h :em~nd~d us, a1 science the "fastest mov- ask and the openneEs and sen-
of the same kind of Progress s~ y s.a In? hISh eha ,chom- ing technology in America",' sitivity of Leon in answering 
he was so proud to champion. ~~se~atlng.w~t ft e ~ot e- not bothering to explain them. All questions or re-
To house both cause and 'eff- I cat ~n?UIS 0 ou~ b~r~~. ~ that, although the yield per sponses to this column can 
ect in a single body is no ' e ec rlclan, a m;lna e In acre is higher in the U.S. be addressed to campus mail, 
mean accomplishment; but Mr. than most, but not all deve- box 85. 
Piel is no ordinary man. ~ loping countries, the yield 1- How many grants do you 
A paradox may be found in pe~ unit input of energy, is have for this College? From 
the observation that,alt . very ,much less in the U. S. where specifically do the 
progress is progressive, the than in such countries a grants come and how much mon-
idea · of Progress as re-cant-. Taiwan and Egyp~. We just ey is gained from each one? 
icled by Piel is archaic. We have a lot of machines which There are three types of 
'in the late 7o"s have pro- we use very stupidly. grants: I)From philanthropic 
gressed through Progress to Nothing Mr. Piel said sur- foundations for specific ed-
Anti-Progressivism. Piel's prised ~e , very much. He re- ucational and institutional 
unwavering faith in the form- hashed a point of view one purposes (for faculty devel-
er saturated with old-fas has ~om~ to take for grant- opment or intergenerational 
ed unhealthy optimism, was ed in the pages of Scientific ?em~nars, for example), 2) 
rendered even more depressing American. It is known that grants from state and feder- ' 
~J:WI' 1:he ~fCampl~.;:; , whj.~h, JW. ,l,lsecl I ,:th~Lmgg~?;tI)~ S:tfl:ff, ;rew;r~~e.s aJ."'-" fgHy,§rnJlle~~ fplii programs, 
tQ. Aefen.4r~p~ , 3 ,P ';5 ,o~f1;th:e . ev~;t;ything tha~ com~s ~. qc;:r.9SS .. 9}!~~~~n~?.fJ a:rd" sc!w}ar$~lips;. 
'Scientific' American Boy' i:fcout its desks, to conform to :1 ts and 3) grants from individual 
code: Physics, . Progress, and colorless style. Evidently, uals for specific purposes, 
Power. Mr. Piel suspects that even most often for scholarships . 
. Thus: he instructed us to some of h~s glorified scient- Gift and grants have averaged 
show gratitude to the scien- ists lHay not always agree_ during the past two years be-
tists who developed the firs~ with him, that Science, Pro- tween $60.0.,0.0.0. and $70.o',O.O.O.~ 
atomic bomb; after all, they gress, and Morality, are a year. 17% Qf the College 
~ad made a few calculations GERALD PIEL·EDITOR OF three facets of the same mo- I budget each year comes from 
beforehand, which showed that , SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN nad. gifts and grants. . 
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on general enrollment i~ the, grams, Bard is less expensive the sophomore year would be 
arts and overall acadernl.c prJ. than Sarah Lawrence and Ben- the formation of the Moder-
2- ~YdhaSn' tf mon~y b~en <; orities as interpreted by the nington, two of its closest .. ation Board. It's proposed 
attal.ne yet ,or t e t,eater. appropriate committees of the competitors. Bard also ~ad that the present board be 
LEON ... 
Only a fractlon of ph1Ian- , 1 in, crease ed tho e level of lts systematically chang,ed to h . f d t' k ' facu ty. t. roplc oun ~ 1.ons rna e ' 6-- ' Do ou use grant moneY" fl,nannal aId over the past allow for one faculty member g~fts fo.r ca~].ta~ construc- ;~for run~ing expenses? Do ,you ,five years to help defray th€ o~tside of-the 'moder'atin'g 
tl.on. SUCh.g~~t~dgenlera~lY " co-mingle grant funds? rising cost to s~udents. ~he students major field to be 
come ~brolm :-ndl:'1 u~ s. ? lIe- Funds from grants are spent :eason why Bard 1S expens1ve present during her or his . 
spons]. e 1.nst1tutl.?ns Wl. , only' in accordance with the 1.S because Bard has very moderation. The idea here 1.S ~ndert~ke large cap~tal pr~- agreements ' made with those small classes, has a Modera- that a student should be able J~ct w1.tho~t a bloc. of maJo~ h have iven the money. All tion, Senior Projects, Jun- to communicate his or her g1.fts comml.tted or 1n hand. w 0 . g f ~. I 
Bard does not have a large grants l.nclude ~unds, or~ur- ior Conferences, tutor1a interests to that faculty 
number of benefactors of maj- rent expenses. Co~m1.ngle programs and distinguished member outside of the part-
or wealth and the cultivation doesn't mean ~nyth1ng. Grant faculty, all,assets one can't icular field. Whether this 
f ' h Itfriends of the Col- funds are strlctly regulated get at most pri~ate ?r.state faculty member would have to 
0, suc. . 1 t and all expenditures of the 'colleges and un1vers1tles. be completely out of the de-
lege" 1san ess~nt1~ part College are audited each year One perception which should partment would be left up to 
of our pre~en~ ~~~ opm:nre _ in accordance with the accep- be gained from a Bard educa- the moderating student and str~tegYd' ufc gl S at·r the ted practices of colleges and tion is that bricks and mor-
strlcte 0 course, · 0 ,. , d 1 h f 'l't' do advisor. 
" f universities ln the Un1ted tar an p us aCl 1 les , Three main revisions are donor's partlcular area 0 'I d 
interest, Between $750,000 States. not ne~essar1 y adssurhe a goo proposed for the senior year. 
. 'd 7 - Is it true that "they" educatlon, At Bar , t e tea- The first is a Senior Seminar 
and $l,OOO,oOho lShrequlrew are phasing out foreign lan- chers, the curriculum and the wh1'ch would take several to complete t e t eater. e , 
are now in the first stages guages in the Language and settl.ng are the strongest as- forms of which only t~o are 
of exploration required to Li terature department? (Spec~ sets, al though o~er. the p~st outlined. (1) The Sen10r 
obtain funds to complete the ifically Spanish and French) ten years ~ cons~d~r~ble 1m- Seminar's subject would be 
theater The Blum Art Insti- To what extent is this true provement ln fac111~1es has ,~ommon--readings on issues. h' h' b' b ilt or not true? taken place (e.g. 11brary, It would be taken alongside 
, tute, w lC l.hS e1ng.u th I know of 'no plan to phase Dining Commons and now Stone of the Senior ProJ'ect itself next to the teater, 1S e I ' ) , 
f t ' t d gl.·ft out foreign languages. The Rowand the Blum nstltute. and would be limited to sen-result 0 a res rlC e w 
for such a facility from the future direction of language LEON'S CURRICULUM iors. Cross-div~sional enro1l 
Blum Foundation, and has been: teaching is being discussed PROPOSAL by Ray Ricker ment would be required. 
d signed exclusively as an by the Faculty Senate. On March 7, Pres~dent (2) Students would share 
a;t gallery and teaching 8- What specifically is hap- Botstein sent a me~orandum to their Senior Project know-
space. As you can well imag- pening in the deserted vil- -· the faculty ::egardlng ~r~pos- ledge, and act as teachers 
ine raising something close lage? als for curr1.culum reV1Slon. for one another. Students 
to ~ $1 000 '000 is not an I don't know what is happen- These proposals regard the would prepare to discuss 
easy ta~k e~pecial1y when ing in the ~eserted village. sophomore and senior years their work and its immediate 
. that money must be raised be- I 'do not th1nk Bard controls specifically. context with students from 
yond and above the $700,000 what happens there. The are Th: sophomore year,would be ?ther discipline~. E~ch sem-
needed for scholarships and 'belongs to Central H~dson. subJect to three maJor re- lnar would conta1n flfteen 
9- What is the status of nu- ,. h f' t b ' d d h t d t ongoing needs. The larg~st vls10ns~ t e ~rs e1~g a stu ents, an eac s,u en 
single gift for a buildlng clear power plants near Bard mOdera!lOn semlnar, WhlC~ would choose on~ seml~ar. 
ever received in the history College property? would 1nvolve the extens10n The second senlor or1ented 
, of Bard was a $400, 000 gift The proposals for nuclear of the Divisional seminar revision is senior group pro-
for the Dini~g Commons some -- power plants include propo· idea, now" confined to the jects. The proposal is that 
sals for one in the general Language and Literature Div- students in a division would seven years ago. 
3- Why are you hiring so area of Milan and Red Hook. ision. It would apply to 50- . experiment with large researc 
many part time professors None of the plans include a phomores who intend to mod- endeavors which would involve 
rather than full time? power plant very near or ad- erate, and could be viewed the same degree of individual 
The hiring of faculty is a jacent to Bard. as somewhat of a fifth course work, but which would also 
Facul ty responsibility. The 10- Why hasn't the adminis- "It f S purpose would be to ac- organize a few students to-
number of part time faculty tration . taken a public stand quaint students in more dept~ gether around a large set of 
is established by the fac- against a nuclear power plant with the narrower contexts of problems, or one issue re-
ulty. The relatively large near the College campus? their interests and the con- searched by each in an inter-
number of part-time faculty' Gene Mason, many members of text of allied fields and locking manner. The feeling 
at Bard is a function of the Board of Trustees and I issues. II Essentially, the behind this is that "The 
Bard's strong program in the have all taken strong public Moderation Seminar would be fetish of individuality can 
arts. The logic of part-time stands against nuclear poser a follow-up to the Freshman be tempered by the reality 
faculty is t'hat first rate plants in general and nuclear Seminar. Each student would that much serious social, 
students should be taught by power plants in. this region. take one Moderation Seminar scientific, and artistic acc-
professors active in their The Bard College Center has in the fall or Spring and omplishment results from in-
fields. In fields other than -worked closely with the Mid- course registration would be dividuals working closely wit: 
the arts full-time teaching Hudson Nuclear Power Oppon- limited to fifteen. each other on common concerns 
and · related ·"outside" acadern· ents. I and trustee Hart The second main revision without any stigma of anonym-
ic work are much more compat, Perry have participated in would be an orientation for i ty." 
-bl' fund raising committees act- moderation with two days set The'third and last revision 
14_ eWhat academic status will ive in the opposition to nu- aside each term for an in- applicable to the senior year 
the 'teaching of ~rpanish have clea-: power plants. The lead- tensi ve program designed for is a Senior Proj ect Board re-
at Bard the next academic ersh1p of Bard has been ener-, all students planning to vision. The aim here is to 
year? . get~c in its opposi t:i:on to moderate that term. This or- have a faculty member who is 
The Spanish position for nuclear power plants. ientation has two main ob- not a professional, or better 
next year will be a full time 11- Are you providing trans- jectives: (1) "It would pro- yet, who does not possess ex-
position held by Professor portation to V~ssar ~o stu- vide ,an uninterrupted process pectise in the graduating stu 
Noemi Knapp. dents can take part 1n the of , clarification for the stu- dents field, review that stu-
,5- There is a great demand new exchange program? dent of the variety of ex- dents Senior Project. 
for photography instruction This question is best add- pectations in moderation." The proposals outlined here 
at Bard. Every registration ressed to Dean Simpson who Here, students could find bet are from a synopsis of a 
period, many people must be both arranges and is respon- ter ways to prepare for mod- grand proposal that Pres-
turned away for lack of room · sible faT the Vassar , exchange eration which may save them"'''i'dent Botstein has sent to 
in classes. Why hasn't some- 12- How do you account for from difficulties that may The National Endowment of 
thing been done to find funds the unusually high cost of arise later. (2) "It would Humanities in Washington in 
for the hiring of' anoth.er going to this College as com:- provide a very brief oppor-' order to 'recei ve a sizable 
part t ,imeor r 'oving ' photog- pared to the costs ', of oth~r· "tuni:ty for all students to grant. That proposal was 
raphy professor? colleges of equal status -and examine the question of com- turned down by the Endowment
l 
Photography was inCluded in with many more valuable fac- mitment to a field of study but Botstein is currently 
the curriculum in 1975 at the ilities? or are,a of specialization. II reV1SJ.ng those proposals fo'r 
level of one full time posi- The main reason for high For example, this might be a a second try. If they are 
tion. Any decision toinL cost of college at Bard is time when "double majoring" accepted by the Endowment 
crease that must come from the low faculty-student ratio could be discussed with and the Faculty Senate, they 
the Arts Division and the Despite the relatively high individuals concerning its will be implemented in the 
Committee on Vaoancies. Any investment ~n ~c~demic pro- merits and opportunities. fall. 
increase would, be dependent The last main r.evision for 
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BUSINESS MANAGER ~ DAN WILLIAMS mAl RMAN ~ a-tARLES MOORE 
.. 
. By TOM SIMON 
When Eric Weisman, ex-prod- logs, and Peter Am~to was station money to buy and sell skewed and the board was get-
uction manager for WXBC, present ~~ an interested ob- cocaine. It is all unsubstan· ting noticeably frustrated. 
wrote his letter of resign- server. These fires were said tiated speculation with no What Eric really wanted was 
ation, he didn't mean for it to have occured on the pre- basis for fact. According to an apology from Charlie Moore 
to get into the mailbox of vious weekend. Charlie Moore the SJB, the radio station~ and what Charlie wanted was 
the Student Judiciary Board. claimed to have received a files are complete and honest for the whole estrangement to 
On Mar'ch 24th the letter tremendous shock while wiring The validity of further' be dropped. Charlie Moore ap-
went out, and by March 30th, equipment: in the broadcast SJB involvement is hinged up· ologized for the unjust way 
SJB was planning to invest- room that ruined several tra- on whether or not specific in which Eric I s tole in the 
igate the radio stations bu- nsmitters and fused some un- charges are to be brought to radio station had been hand-
siness files. derground telephone cable al- the board. The only person led by'the executive committ-
After Spring break, the in- ong Annandale Road. The tel- likely 'to press charges in ee. According to a letter 
vestigation took shape.Erics ephone company assumed resp- any form was Eric Weisman. with Charlies name at the 
letter referred to WXBC"s . on::;ibili ty for the damage, In the week following the in" bottom, addre'ssed to vari.ous; 
executtve committee, with and no fires were reported~ itial SJB meeting, Eric spoke members of the Bard community 
chairman Charlie Moore and The rumors were mere rumors, ,informally about bringing Eric Weisman and several oth-
business m~nager Dan William: and Ed ~as n~t. responsible charges of perjury against ers "had not fulfilled their 
as a"corrupt and unjust de- for thelr Orl.gln. Cha::lie Moore: (Perju::y: The appropriate responsibilities. 
cision making body." Based Spike Henderson turned the dell.berate, Wl.l1 ful g1v1ng It was decided that we should 
on this clause officially, meeting around when he asked of false, mis~eading, or.in-'replace these individuals 
and unofficially based on Tor specific allegations. Ed complete test1mony o~ a rel- with harder working students. 
other information about mis- Colon responded: "There are . event matte:, by a. w:tneess They were dropped by a unan-
use of radio station money, no specifics. This is a rout- under oath l.n a crlm1nal pro- imous vote because we needed 
the SJB with chairman Ed ine investigation simply be- ceeding, whether given in a the job done'.' "Unanimous vot!:! 
Colon, requested WXBC' s fin- -cause someone .-put ~ric~ s court or by affidavit.) means that s~veral members of 
ancial files for a"routine letter of reslgnatl.On ln my Perjury was a big accusation the committee convened infor-
audit." mailbox." This involves "not to use in a college of only mally, without Eric Weisman, 
On Monday, April 23, the only looking a~ ~he boo~s, 600 students, but the SJB who is "extended executive 
SJB called an informal, semi but also a ~ecls~on-makl.ng was willing to take it ser~ committee" and decided to 
public meeting. Among thelO- process. Erl.c Welsman wrote iously. Another meeting was officially' opt him out of the 
15 attending were Dick Stark· a letter, and we want to know called. Those in attendance station. Whether or not' Eric 
ie, Peter Amato, Charlie exactly what he means by cor- were Eric Weisman, Charlie or others were doing there ' 
Moore, Dan Williams, Ed Color ruption." When asked what EricMoore, the SJB, and myself. jobs could not be known be-
, and the- SJB, and myself .Eric meant by "corruption", Colon The purpose of the meeting cause nowhere in any radio 
Weisman was unable to attend. responded vaguely-- "finan- was to listen to any allega- station charter are jobs 
The purpose of the meeting cial corruption, the nature tions Eric Weisman might care: clearly defined. And when 
was somewhat vague- to sub- .. of w~ich I ca~'t s~y.1I (The to estab~i:h. If there wet'e' asked, Charlie Moore respond-
~t'M\~~%~~ ~~~ %¥.5! ~ft~W}.£t.~~ m.~~t7J1.~ ~t t.1)A~ J1Q~~t W~ 'be- ~ spec:LfJ..c .charges of ¥er- ed ttl don t t know what Eries 
0J?~..§.ll}£ i'l~~~~t%.. ~~ MQ.JB. ~:\1Jn;.li~ \QJ m~4. 1;.t.\.~ ~ .' j,Wt¥ Q!'s.lam.der ~ then ~ Erl..C job is specifically,... it's 
ti~,fen.ded his right as chair- Wat·ergat-e hea.r:tng.). Gaal7>ll.& was ready to SUDstantl:ate wha tever he makes it:' 
man tO,lead the investigation Moore immedia~elY burst,into them with a :ollection of Eric Weisman is no longer in-
against accusations from ,the conversat~on and 1~1d the taped recordlngs he had on volved with the radio sta-
Charlie Moore that he (Ed), rumor bare: "Floating ,Bucks hand. (Watergate?) No one, tion. The station is back on 
started rumors about radio to buy and scll dope!" Offic- however, including Eric, was the air following negotiat-
.station fires at several tra- ial1y the rumor. states: Dan rea~y.to press char~es. ~e ions with B&G and the tele-
nsmitter sights on campus. Williams as bUSlness ~nager ' va~1dl.ty of an S~B lnvest1g~ phone company. The rumors 
D~ck S~arkie was there to a",ld control~er of rad:o. ;;ta- a:l.on was un~e~mlned •. By th~shave subsided and all part-
d~sclaim any ~nowledge of the, t10n money ~s.respons1b~e t1me! the ~rlg~nal pOl.nt of ies are quietly murmuring. 
·fl.re according to S'ecuri'ty' .. ' for the floa:tlng of ra~d1o the 1nvest~g~tl.on had been 
